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Variable commission rate 30 - 60% Will usually
do a lot of marketing and promotion, selling and
posting. 

05 Gallery

04 Shop/Cafe
Generally a low commission rate 20 - 35%
Unlikely to market your work properly.
Sometimes you need to close the sale.

03 Open Studio/Craft Fair
Large up front fee. Occasionally also commission
You might need to do some marketing, selling and
shipping. Large audiences. 

02
Online -
Website/Etsy/Folksy/NOTHS
/Saatchi Art…

Fees and/or commission varies. You need to do
the marketing and selling and shipping etc.

Direct - in person/social
media

01
No fees or commission. You need to do the
marketing and selling and shipping etc.

Know Your Market



Your customer doesn’t want to buy
your work and then go elsewhere
and see it cheaper.  

For Your Customer

Galleries won’t work with you if
your pricing isn’t consistent. It
looks unprofessional, upsets their
customers and undercuts them so
they look overpriced. If people stop
shopping in galleries they won’t be
there when you need them. 

For Your Gallery/Outlet

Bottom line - it doesn’t look
professional! Selling work in
different venues for different
prices will damage your reputation
with both your customer and
representative. 

For You

Why is Consistent Pricing So
Important?



Wholesale vs Retail
 The two most important values you need to know.

The retail price is the price your customer
will pay to buy your work no matter where
they buy it. This price must remain
consistent wherever you sell. I would
recommend implementing this early on so
your work doesn’t dramatically increase in
price when you sell through other outlets
for the first time. 

Retail Price 

The wholesale price is the minimum price
YOU need to make when selling your work.
This should cover your material and time
costs and ALL your overheads. This is the
foundation for your pricing and it is
important you get this right if you want to
make a living from your work. 

Wholesale



What to include in
your wholesale
price:

MATERIAL COSTS

RUNNING COSTS

It is easiest to work these out as an hourly

expense first. This should include: website fees,

insurances, electricity… …and what most people

forget - admin time!

T IME



Costs you
need to know

Running Costs per
Hour 

Salary/Hourly Rate
(www.artists
union.scot)

Time

Material Costs

S

R

T

M



First you need to work out
your hourly rate. I
recommend looking at the
Scottish Artists Union for
their recommended rates of
pay.

S



Next add on your Running
Costs. This should be an
hourly rate that covers all
your overheads. Once you
have worked this out it will
be the same each time. 

S + R



You should multiply this by
your time. How many hours
have you put in to creating
your artwork? This includes
sketching ideas and
development, not just the
final piece. 

T(S + R)



Now you can add on your
material costs. T(S + R) + M



This equation should help
you work out your
WHOLESALE PRICE. This is
the minimum price YOU need
to make whenever you sell
your work. If you sell your
work for this you are being
paid fairly.

T(S + R) + M



T(S + R) + M

30 (36+2.5)+30 = 1185 

Eg. I worked 5 x six hour days. My running costs over the year are £2.50/hr. My hourly rate is £36. My material
costs were £30. I produced a limited edition of 20 prints. My wholesale price is £59.25

20 = £59.25 per print



Some retailers like to pay for smaller items upfront as it makes
their accounting easier. Usually wholesale pricing means the
retailer would take a larger discount (often 60%). However, your
pricing should already cover this.

Wholesale purchasing can be advantageous to an artist/maker.  The
work is paid for upfront; the maker doesn’t need to worry about
work getting lost or damaged; there is less admin/paperwork
involved.

If you sell your work wholesale you are selling
upfront Selling

Wholesale

I would recommend setting tiers when pricing work for wholesale.
You want to encourage as big an order as possible so want to make
it advantageous to the retailer to buy more. Perhaps you just want a
threshold for Free Postage or perhaps if a minimum quantity is
ordered they can jump from a 40% discount to 50% to 60%.
Whatever you decide, make sure the minimum they pay is always
above the minimum you need to earn. The good news is YOU can set
the terms of your wholesale pricing and be fully in control. If you
have a tiered structure in place, you won’t get put on the spot being
asked for a discount for bulk buying.

Wholesale Pricing Tiers



Retail Price

 Often people would multiply the wholesale price by 2.4 to factor in
a 60% (or 50% + VAT) commission rate.  I multiply mine by 2. For me,
this keeps my work more affordable. As I rarely sell through an
outlet taking 60%, the sales from other outlets help cover this
shortfall so overall I’m never at a loss.

Your retail price needs to factor in your wholesale
price plus commission.

Galleries are unlikely to change their commission rate because it
gets too confusing paying artists varying amounts.

However, YOU have control over the retail price so can make sure
this is fixed to cover higher rates. Do bear in mind though that you
need to be consistent, so it is better to set your retail price bearing
the highest rate in mind so you don’t ever need to change it.  If you
do this, you should also never feel the need to turn down an
exhibition based on their commission rate.

You don’t have control over the commission rate 



Finding peace with
commission rates 

Few galleries run to profit. The commission rate covers their rent, rates, insurances, utility bills,
display equipment, paint, salaries, marketing costs … …

You have already been paid what you need to get paid and the additional cost (commission)
allows you to have the time to keep creating. However, if you sell the work yourself, you get to
take home an extra bonus for your efforts.

I view the commission rate as a selling bonus or wall hire 



Taking part in bigger shows and
those further away
Your commission rate should either cover the rates taken by larger galleries or, over time, compensate for this, allowing you
to take part without worry of covering costs.

Some opportunities have a small upfront application fee and/or hanging fee. Throughout the course of a year, the extra I
make off lower commission rates cover these expenses so I don’t feel I need to worry about them. And having work shown
in these exhibitions is a good CV and reputation builder so worth every expense.

However, you do need to consider travel costs to deliver AND collect unsold works. It is common practice to add extra onto
the framed cost of work where something has been framed especially for an event to help cover the transportation costs.
(Although, it is a good idea to have a buffer in your running costs for general transportation).

The other thing to consider is “vanity shows”. These shows expect an (often hefty) upfront fee instead of commission and
personally I would steer clear. Once they have been paid, there is no incentive for the gallery to sell your work. 



Mid-RangeImpulse Impulse Mid-Range Statement Statement

The Importance of
Pricing Tiers

£10-20 £20-50 £50-100 £100-500 £500+£0-10

Ideally you should try to have work available to sell in each of these pricing brackets. Impulse purchases sell a lot quicker, acting like your bread
and butter between larger purchases. Statement pieces help sell the mid-range pieces. You want a variety of work to suit different budgets. 

You also need to consider WHERE your work is sold. Statement pieces are more likely to sell on Saatchi Art than Etsy!  



Galleries v Online Markets
Galleries attract a different type of customer to Etsy. 

The other possibility is to have different
work available in different places.. For
example, a £500 artwork would struggle
to sell on Etsy but greetings cards and
smaller pieces would sell quite well.

Make sure you don’t have too many plates
spinning though or you will struggle to
market them all!

Sell different products on
different platforms

Depending on how you price your work will
affect the online market places that are
likely to be most successful for you. 

Although I recommend always factoring in
a commission rate from the word “go”,
some artists decide they only ever want to
sell their work direct so can afford to
promote their work on “cheaper”platforms
like Etsy.

Find the right online market



Etsy
Shops
Cafes
Website

NOTHS 
ArtFinder
Galleries
Website

NOTHS 
ArtFinder 
Saatchi Art 
Galleries
Website

Finding the Outlet(s)  
That’s Right For You

Mid-Range StatementImpulse



Think outside the box 

There are other platforms that might also be of benefit. For example, Spoonflower and Society 6 allow you to
upload your designs to their sites. The company produces the product, sells and ships and you make money off
each sale.

The benefit is you spend less time creating allowing you more time to design. BUT you still have to do marketing
and make sure your work is priced to cover your initial output. 
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It is always better to be seen to be
increasing your prices than
decreasing them!
Buyers of your work want to see it increasing in value!



Implement different pricing tiers 

Develop a good sales strategy across
a variety of platforms 

Make sure your pricing is laid out in
writing! 

Make sure you are familiar with all
your running costs

Make sure you have clear wholesale
and retail prices 

Checklist



Thank you!

If you have found this session helpful and would like to support me to continue to 
 produce free resources and advice sessions, you can “buy me a coffee” at:

https://ko-fi.com/sarahmakesprints  


